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Homerr Experiment 

B.ll Assignment - Part 1 

Constructt a simulation model of a U-Tube 

Constructt the model ingredients that will allow you to run a simulation of the U-tube system. The U-
Tubee is a system consisting of two containers, filled with liquid, which are connected via a pipe near the 
bottomm of each container. Pressure difference near the bottom of the connected containers determines what 
wil ll  happen. From the container with the higher pressure, liquid will flow to the container with the lower 
pressure.. Assume that the pipe has no influence on the behaviour of the system except for facilitating the 
flowflow of liquid between the two containers. 

TheThe following requirements should be addressed: 

 Construct a model fragment that is general for all kinds of containers filled with a liquid and that 
capturess the quantities and their dependencies relevant for the typical U-Tube behaviour. Do not 
includee quantities that are not relevant for this behaviour. 

 Construct a model fragment (a process) that captures the idea of a liquid flow between two containers 
filledfilled with liquid. You may assume that the connecting pipe is always near the bottom and that the 
containerss are always at equal height. Difference in pressure should trigger a flow. The flow should 
influencee the amounts of liquids in each container. 

CreateCreate a scenario: 
Createe a scenario in which two containers exist, connected via a pipe, each containing liquid, for which 

aa liquid flow will become active, because the levels of the liquid in the two containers are unequal. 

B.22 Assignment - Part 2 

TASK:: Make an Isa-hierarchy 

Thee goal of this task is to construct a small subtype hierarchy of concepts. Usually, a subtype hierarchy 
startss with the most general concept, the top-node. This top-node is sometimes given the name 'Entity'. 
Moree specific concepts are added to the hierarchy as being subtypes of the more general concepts. 

Inn this specific task you have to create a subtype hierarchy that consists of the six concepts enumerated 
below.. The intended meaning of each concept is also given. 
Entities: : 

 Physical object 

 Container 

 Substance 

 Liquid 
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 Path 

 Fluid path 

Definitions: : 

Physicall  object 
Container r 
Substance e 
Liquid d 
Path h 
Fluidd path 

AA solid thing that can be seen or touched 
AA recipient in which something is kept. E.g. a bottle, box. 
AA particular type of matter.E.g. poisonous/chemical/sticky substance 
AA substance that flows freely. E.g. Water, milk or oil 
AA way or track made to allow something to move from side to side 
AA path through which substances can flow freely 

TASK:: Make Structural Relations 

Thee goal of this task is to define structural relations between entities. A structural relation can be used to 
definee certain dependencies between entities. E.g. a big box 'containing' a small box, or a block being 'on 
topp of' another block, or a big system 'consisting of' smaller subsystems. 

Inn this specific task you have to create the following structural relations. 

 Contains 

 Connected 

Definitions: : 
Structurall  Relation 
Contains s 
Connected d 

'Contains'' means mat something has something within. 
Thiss relation connected specifies that something comes or brings some-
thingg together or in contact. 

TASK:: Make Static Features 

Thee goal of this task is to define non-changeable features that describe certain to entities. E.g., the 'colour' 
off  a physical object, or the 'length' of a road. Such features often have different values that they can take 
on.. In the previous example, these could be: red, blue or yellow, and long, medium or short. 
Staticc Feature: 

 Name: Openness. Values: Open and Closed 

Definitions: : 

Openness s 

Valuess Open / closed 

Thee attribute openness specifies that the owner of it allows things to go 
in,, out or through. 
Openn and Closed specify the possible states of this property (static fea-
ture).. For instance, if the value of the property is closed it will not allow 
anythingg to go in, out or through it. 

TASK:: Make Quantities 

Thee goal of this task is to define a set of quantities. In a (qualitative) simulation model quantities refer to 
thosee aspects of a system that can change. Changing usually means, getting different values. Therefore, an 
importantt aspect of defining a quantity is defining the values this quantity can have. The latter is referred to 
ass defining a 'quantity space'. Quantity spaces are typically sets of alternating point and interval values. 

Inn this task you have to construct four quantities. All four quantities have the same type of quantity 
space. . 
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Quantityy Name Quantity Space 
Level l 
Pressure e 
Amount t 
Flow w 

Definitions: : 

zeroo / plus 
zeroo / plus 
zeroo / plus 
zeroo / plus 

Level l 

Pressure e 
Amount t 

Flow w 
Quantity y 
Spacee Zero-
Plus s 

Levell  specifies a horizontal condition; especially: equilibrium of a fluid marked 
byy a horizontal surface of even altitude. 
Thee application of force to something by something else in direct contact with it. 
Thiss quantity refers to making something as a total (the total 'amount' there is of 
something) ) 
Too move freely and continuously. To circulate. 
Inn qualitative simulation, the qualitative point zero is usually used to represent the 
quantitativee zero. For this reason, all 'zero' points are treated as being equal. The 
intervall  'plus' is an abstraction from the all situations in which the values are larger 
thann zero. With this quantity space (zero-plus) we can express that there is some 
level,, pressure, amount or flow (plus) or that there is none (zero). 

TASK:: Make a Static Model Fragment 

Thee goal of the task is to represent the knowledge needed for modelling a system in small parts, model 
fragments.. When developing a simulation model, a model fragment is often used to represent generic 
partiall  behaviour models of components or subsystems in de domain. Model fragments consist of conditions 
andd consequences, which hold structural primitives (Entities and structural relations) and the behavioural 
primitivess (quantities, quantity space and dependencies). 

Thee conditions specify the requirements the system must meet in order for the model fragment to be 
applicable.. The consequences specify the knowledge that is applicable if the conditions hold. Similar to 
entities,, model fragments can also be classified using an isa hierarchy. In Homer we have three top nodes: 
Static,, Process and Agent. The 'static' top node refers to model fragments that model properties of one or 
aa number of system elements. These models are concerning with static knowledge about the model. The 
'process'' top node refers to model fragments that model changes in behaviour that happen due to some 
interaction.. These interactions are usually captured in an inequality relation between some quantities that 
triggerss the process. Finally, the 'agents*  top node is used to refer to model fragments that model changes 
thatt are enforced upon the system (exogenous influences upon a system). 

Inn this task you have to create a model fragment. Start by adding a new name to the list of model 
fragments.. Make sure the name is attached to the intended generic model fragment type. Next, select 
thee model fragment name and clicking on "Edit". Now, fill  the Model Fragment wim the required model 
ingredients. . 

MFName e 
Subtype e 
CONDITIONS S 
Entities s 
Structurall  relation 
Staticc Feature 
GIVENS S 
Quantities s 
Dependencies s 

Containerr containing Liquid 
Static c 

Container,, Liquid 
Containerr contains liquid 
Container:: openness-open 

Pressure,, LiquidLevel, LiquidAmount 
Amountt > "zero" 
Amountt - Level:: Direct Correspondence (from amount to level) 
Positivee Proportionality (from amount to level) 
Equall  Pressure and Level 
Directt Correspondence (from level to pressure) 
Positivee Proportionality (from level to pressure) 
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Definitions: : 
Entities s 

Container r 
Liquid d 

Structurall  re- Container 
lationss contains 

liquid d 
Staticc Feature Container: 

openness s 
open n 

Quantities s 
Pressuree (at 
bottom) ) 

Level l 

Amount t 
Dependencies s 

Directt Corre-
spondence e 

Proportionality y 

Inequality y 

AA recipient in which something is kept. E.g. a bottle, box. 
AA substance that flows freely. E.g. Water, milk or oil 
Thiss relation specifies that a Container (entity LHS) contains a liquid 
(entityy RHS). 

Thiss feature specifies that the owner of it, 'Container', has an open-
nesss and its value is open. The idea of openness means that it allows 
thingss to go in, out or through. 

Thee application of force to something by something else in di-
rectt contact with it. In this case, this quantity represents the force 
(pressure)) that is exerted by the liquid upon the bottom of the con-
tainer.Levell  specifies a horizontal condition; especially: equilibrium 
off  a fluid marked by a horizontal surface of even altitude. 
Inn this model the level measures the altitude of liquid within the 
container. . 
Thee quantity 'amount' refers to the total amount of 'Liquid'. 

Correspondencess are used to represent similar behaviour of two 
quantitiess by means of their two values. A Direct correspondence 
indicatess that if a quantity is known the corresponding quantity can 
bee derived. 
Proportionalityy is used to represent concurrent changes of two quan-
tities.. The consequence of a proportionality is that a change in one 
quantityy causes a change in an other quantity in the same (positive 
proportionality)) or opposite direction (negative proportionality). 
Inequalitiess represent constraints between quantities. An inequal-
ityy can exist between quantities, values of quantities, derivatives of 
quantities,, etc. An inequality may also include a subtraction (min) 
orr an addition (plus).E.g., Ql >Q2,orQl >Q2-Q3,o rQl >zero. 

TASK:: Make a Process Model Fragment 

Thee goal of this task is to construct a process model fragment. A Process Model Fragment models changes 
duee to some interaction. This interaction is captured as an inequality relation between values, which triggers 
thee process. Usually, processes introduce flows of stuff (e.g., liquid, and energy). 

Inn this task you have to construct a model fragment mat describes a Liquid flow. There 
aree two containers filled with liquid and a path between these two containers. The model frag-
mentt "Container Containing Liquid" has been constructed before and it describes a container that 
containss liquid and therefore, it has to be used as a condition for this model fragment. These 
conditionall  model fragments as well as the other necessaries model ingredients are given below. 
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Modell  Fragment Name 
Subtype e 
CONDITIONS S 
Entities s 
Conditionall  MF 
Structurall  relation 

Quantities s 
Dependencies s 

GIVENS S 
Quantities s 

Dependencies s 

Liquidd Flow 
Process s 

Path h 
22 instances of Container containing Liquid 
Pathh connected Container 1 
Pathh connected Contained 
Pressure:: Container 1 /Container2 

Pressure:Containerll  <, Pressure:Container2 

Pressure:: Liquid 1 in Container 1 / Liquid2 in Contained 
Amount:: Liquid 1 Container 1 / Liquid2 Contained 
Floww Rate: Path 

Negativee Influence: Flow on Amount of Liquidl 
Positivee Influence: Flow on Amount of Liquid2 
Floww = Pressure of Liquidl - Pressure of Liquid2 

Definitions: : 
Entities s 
Structurall  re-
lations s 

Quantities s 

Dependencies s 

Path h 
Pathh con-
nectedd Con-
tainer r 

Pressuree (at 
bottom) ) 

Flow w 
Amount t 

Influences s 

Inequality y 

AA way through which substances can flow freely 
Thiss relation specifies that there is a connected path between the 
entityy container and entity path. 

Thee application of force to something by something else in direct 
contactt with it. In this case, this quantity represents the force 
(pressure)) that is exerted by the liquid upon the of the container. 
Too move freely and continuously. To circulate. 
Thee quantity 'amount' refers to the total amount of 'Liquid'. 

Influencess are used to express a cause for change (direct causal-
ity),, which means that the value of a quantity determines the 
derivativee of another quantity. In the case of a positive influ-
encee a change in a positive value of one quantity leads to an 
increasee of the other quantity (if Quantity 1 is greater than zero, 
thenn Quantity2 increases). In the case of a negative influence, a 
positivee value leads to a decrease and a negative value leads to 
ann increase. 
Inequalitiess represent constraints between quantities. An in-
equalityy can exist between quantities, values of quantities, 
derivativess of quantities, etc. An inequality may also include 
aa subtraction (min) or an addition (plus).E.g., Ql > Q2, or Ql 
> Q 2 - Q 3 , o r Qll  > zero. 

TASK:: Make a scenario 

Thee goal of this task is to define an initial situation that can be simulated. Notice that by definition this can 
onlyy be a 'selection' of the model parts defined elsewhere in the model. For instance, there is no point in 
specifyingg an entity in the scenario that is not used in any model fragment. 
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Entities s 

Structurall  relations 

Staticc Feature 

Quantities s 
Dependencies s 

22 Container 2 
22 Liquid 
11 path 
Containedd connected path 
Container22 connected path 
Containerr 1 contains liquid 1 
Containedd contains liquid2 
Containerr 1 openness open 
Containedd openness open 
Level:: Liquidl and Liquid2 (with quantity space zero-plus) 
Level:: Liquidl > (greater than) Level: Liquid2 

B.33 Reflection with the model builder 

Noww that you have constructed a model using a model building tool, we would like you to reflect upon that 
activity.. First, you may express whatever your would like to express in this respect. Second we will use a 
feww questions to further focus die discussion. 

1.. What is your opinion about the system? 

2.. What did you like about the program? 

3.. What did you not like about the program? 

4.. What were the main problems you had while performing the tasks? 

5.. How can those problems be overcome? 

6.. How can the program be improved? 

7.. Do you have other / more recommendations? 

8.. Could you get the required overviews / editors while using the program? 

9.. Is the access to these overviews / editors logical (or confusing)? 

10.. Are there superfluous overviews / editors? 

11.. Are there overviews / editors missing? 


